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Abstract
Newsprint is the major cost contributor among all consumables in newspaper printing
process accounting for more than 80% of the consumables cost. The average Newsprint
waste percentage is 3.61 at TOI Sahibabad plant against a consumption of 182804
Metric tons. Any reduction in newsprint waste percentage will generate huge financial
savings for the organization.
Initially, after identification of the problem, a Continuous Improvement Group – Newsprint
(CIG- NP) was formed to reduce all categories of Newsprint waste by using the PDCA
cycle to identify opportunities for improvement.
Data analysis was carried out with the help of different statistical tools. After Pareto
analysis, it was found that Print, Reel-end and Tear-off wastes are the major contributors
of Newsprint waste. To know different causes leading to Print waste, a Cause and effect
diagram was prepared. Similarly, 5 why analysis helped determine the root causes for
Reel-end waste and Tear-off waste.
Control charts were used to monitor the progress and the team tried to eliminate all
assignable causes. Finally the values were monitored with I-MR charts to see whether
the process lies between specified limits.
This case study would trace the journey in reduction of newsprint waste from 3.61 %
to 3.19%.

Introduction
The Times Group is the largest and most professionally managed, diversified,
media conglomerate in India. Starting with its flagship publication The
Times of India 174 years ago, the Group today is a leader in the publishing
business, an emerging leader in Internet, Radio, Music, Television, Retailing
and Multimedia. The Times of India first appeared on November 3, 1838
under the name “The Bombay Times and Journal of Commerce”. The issue
was published twice a week. In the year 1850 the paper was converted into
a daily.
The Sahibabad plant started operating from its present location of 13/1,
Sahibabad Industrial Area in 1997. Over the years, the operations increased
manifold to make it one of the biggest newspaper printing plants in India.
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At present, the editions being printed at the plant include The Times of
India, The Economic Times, Navbharat Times, The Times of India Crest
Edition, The Speaking Tree and all other editions & supplements published
& distributed in Delhi and NCR. The Times of India Sahibabad plant uses
approximately 110,000 MT of newsprint, 1.5 crores KWh of power and 2450
TR of air-conditioning per annum to bring out the newspaper. Hence any
reduction of wastage whether it is in the form of newsprint, energy, water,
materials would lead to a massive step taken towards a cleaner, greener
environment and savings in cost.
The Newsprint is the printing paper which is used to produce a newspaper.
The paper is supplied by the papermaking mills in the form of reels. These
reels have different specifications such as different sizes, color, GSM, pulp
quality etc.
After manufacturing, the reels are loaded in containers and delivered
through ships by the papermaking mills. The containers are offloaded
at destination seaports, brought to warehouse via trains, stored, before
being ultimately delivered to the printing sites with the help of trucks and
forklifts.
The newsprint is the largest consumable used in terms of costs. It alone
accounts for more than 80% of the total consumable cost at Times of India,
Sahibabad Plant.
Contributions of different types of consumables are as under:
Newsprint Contribution

:

89.6%

Ink Contribution

:

7.2%

Plates Contribution

:

2%

Others		

:

1.1%

Presentation
Times of India 13/1 Sahibabad plant consumed 182804 MT of newsprint in
2008-10 with newsprint waste percentage of 3.61 %. Since newsprint is the
major contributor to the consumable cost, even slight reduction of newsprint
waste would lead to huge savings and improve the operational and financial
efficiency of the printing plant.
There are certain wastages occurring in the process of producing
newspaper as shown in the structure as follows:
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Newsprint Waste Generation
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Newsprint waste generation chart

Keeping in view the scope of above stated reduction, it was decided to
form a Continuous Improvement Group (CIG) for Newsprint waste reduction
with an objective to reduce newsprint waste by 15% from the baseline figure
3.61% of Apr 2008- Mar 2010 to 3.07% in Apr 2010- Mar 2012.

Diagnostic Approach
Step 1 P(Plan) : Plan For A Change
Step 2 D(Do)

: Try Plan On A Small Scale

Step 3 C(Check) : Observe The Results
Step 4 A(Act)

: Redefine The Change As Necessary

Analysis of the Problem
After collection of data from Apr 2008 to Mar 2010, a pareto analysis was
done to determine the vital few causes leading to Newsprint waste.

After discussions within CIG- NP team, it was decided to use below
mentioned tools for analysis of root causes of these vital causes:
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Pareto Chart of Newsprint Waste
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Brainstorming was done and various causes leading to Print waste were
depicted in form of a Cause and Effect diagram.
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After determining probable causes leading to print waste as shown above,
significant causes (in red circles) were chosen based on the supporting
data.
As the reel-end waste & Tear-off waste generation is relatively simple
in structure, the Team decided to use 5-Why’s to determine the possible
solution(s).

Reel-end Waste

High reel-end
waste

Why?

Leftover
generated by
the machine

Why?

Some length
required by
flying
auto-splicer
Why?

110 mm is the
minimum dia.
required

Soluon

To avoid splice
failure

Tear-off Waste

High Tear-off
waste

Why?

Due to
transportation
damage

Why?

Poor handling of
reels during
loading/unloading
at vehicles/
warehouse

Why?

Reduce handling damage by
� Changing forklift clamp rubber pads
� Dock leveler for unloading reels
� Emami reels transportation by train

Soluon

Poor condition of
forklifts clamp
rubber pads and
unskilled
operators

Thus, there are several solutions for wastes of all the three kinds that have been
identified by application of cause and effect diagram and 5-why analysis.
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Implementation and Their Results
Ideas were generated to reduce all categories of Newsprint waste. The list of
all accepted ideas that were implemented is as below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Salvaging of Splice copies through In-house designed vertical conveyor.
Identify problems during copy checking and rectifying.
Modification of run sequence.
Stop the machine at a predetermined Machine Counter.
Test run of the press after Make-Ready operations to be avoided.
Awareness regarding Newsprint Handling
Reel- end diameter reduced from 115 mm to 110 mm
Inspection of Forklift pads to prevent side damage to the reels and
maintain clamp force to reduce out of roundness.
9. Providing dock leveler
Results of efforts in reducing wastes by application of all the above ideas
are shown below:
N ew spr int
4.5

w aste %

Befor e - After
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1
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The newsprint waste as shown in chart got reduced from 3.61% (April 08
to March 10) to 3.19% (April 10 to March 12). Newsprint waste reduction
saving approximately is Rs. 3.24 Crores (from April 10 to March 12).
In order to ensure sustainability of ideas having been continuously
implemented, following steps have been taken:
•
•
•
•
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One more dock leveler installed at Colorman building.
Transportation of Emami newsprint by train instead of road route.
Monitoring of wastage control charts at machines.
Sub groups formed in CIG Newsprint team-machine wise
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Discussion
Times of India 13/1 Sahibabad plant consumed 182804 MT of newsprint in
2008-10 with newsprint waste percentage of 3.61 %. Since newsprint is the
major contributor to the consumable cost, even slight reduction of newsprint
waste would lead to huge savings and improve the operational and financial
efficiency of the printing plant.
The team dwelt on innovative solutions while trying to eliminate the
root causes and standardized some procedures during its Newsprint waste
reduction project. Control charts were made for monitoring Print waste on
monthly basis; Bar graphs were made for raw data on daily basis & displayed
in shop floor area.
As step for improvement and sharing of knowledge, Best practices are
shared among different branches through Conference-call and by circulating
minutes of meeting. There were two innovative and sustainable solutions
for reducing the Newsprint waste that are worth mentioning here:
1. Installation of Vertical Conveyor
Installation of vertical
conveyors
helped
in
collecting splice copies in a
sequence to ease salvaging.
By salvaging Print waste
reduced substantially. Vertical
conveyors installed at 13/1,
Sahibabad Plant are designed
and fabricated by In-house
team of engineers.
The vertical conveyors
were installed across other
Times of India Production plants also.
2. Installation of Dock Leveler
Dock Levelers are hydraulic
lifts used to bridge the gap
between the dock and the truck/
trailer during reel loading
and unloading process. This
resulted the forklift truck going
inside the reel container to pick
up the reels without pulling
them to the edge of container.
This helped in reducing
damages of any kind to the
reels stored in container.
After seeing successful results
another dock leveler is being installed in Color man machine area.
Newsprint Waste Reduction by Application of Scientific Problem Solving (PDCA)
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Conclusions
The objective of this project was successfully met through PDCA solving
approach. Various changes in the processes and modification in the machine
parameters led to the reduction of Newsprint waste from 3.61% to 3.19%
pages which is 11.63% reduction.
Newsprint waste reduction saving approximately is Rs. 3.24 Crores (from
Apr-10 to Mar-12)
Apart from tangible gains, there were several intangible gains such as
High employee morale, improved work culture, knowledge of quality control
tools and Minitab software.
Standard Operating Procedures for different processes such as Reel
Make-ready, Cushion for Reel Unloading, Webbing up of turned sheet, Ink
and water curve setting were made.
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Glossary
Newsprint: The Newsprint is the printing paper which is used to produce a newspaper. The paper is
supplied by the papermaking mills in the form of reels having different specifications such as size, color,
GSM, pulp quality etc.
Printed waste: Printed waste is the number of copies that get wasted as total process waste during entire
runtime of a particular edition.
Tear-off waste: The top most layers of the newsprint reel (which are damaged due to transit) are sliced
off. This is called Tear- Off waste.
Reel-end waste: The butt end of the newsprint reel that is left behind after splice is called Reel-end
waste.
Sweep waste: The paper is contained in the form reel or web, is threaded through the press due to which
some amount of paper is wasted. This is called Sweep waste.
Continual Improvement Group: Management has created a structure for doing stepwise small yet
significant improvements in different processes under name and operations of Continuous Improvement
Groups. CIG Newsprint is one of these groups.
Start-up waste: Start-up waste is the number of copies that get wasted to get the first saleable copy as the
press is started.
Auto-splice Waste: The number of unsalvaged copies left from the total copies that are dropped by
conveyor after a splice of one reel to the expiring reel occurs.
Out-of-roundness: The eccentricity produced in a reel during its journey from papermaking plant to the
press caused by external forces during transit and handling.
Test run: The press is run at a faster speed of about 7000 revolutions per hour after webbing up to do
the test run for functionality checking.
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